Cultural Rallies

An entirely new sailing experience,
with a choice of four different journeys
for sailing your own boat in style…
Choose from either of our 21 day, 600 nautical mile,
summer sailing voyages, the ROUND RALLIES (Sicily or Canary) *
Or experience one of our 30+ days, 1,600 nautical mile,
transfers from the Mediterranean or from the Atlantic,
such as the two TRANS RALLIES (to Canary Islands) * *

What to expect with a
Culture Sailing experience
Enjoy a mixture of cruising in company
and solo exploration, spiced with social
and cultural get togethers ashore and
rendezvous afloat. Explore hidden bays,
discover exotic anchorages and revel in
fantastic landscapes or impressive
volcanic panoramas. Whether sharing a
sip of wine in the cockpit, enjoying the
local food, or visiting a village in Sicily, the
Canary Islands or an ancient town on the
Iberic coast, you will get to meet locals
for a cultural exchange.
The Cultural Rallies are full of
opportunities to meet fellow cruisers
and enjoy the most welcoming hospitality.
We will visit local wineries, the salt pans,
Greek temples, view volcanic landscapes
at sunset, explore local architecture and
monuments and much more.
People like you that love to sail but
also enjoy visiting onshore sites will get
to partake in delicious local delicacies

while enjoying the company of the
local manufacturers and craftsmen.
Italians, Portuguese, Spaniards and
the French are among the most
pleasure-loving cultures in the world,
but be advised that travelling through
Italy and Iberia, or crossing long
passages, is easier when you have
someone who can advise and take care
of any technical and logistic issues.
The Mediterranean sea is fantastic
but the Atlantic Ocean is challenging for
some of you. Sailors who like the Atlantic
often feel the need to experience an
extra thrill, or simply like the challenge of
a transfer to the Canary Islands or jump
to the other side of the Ocean.
Whatever your choice, we at Culture
Sailing will take the care and time to
communicate clearly with you and
manage local logistics, while assisting you
and organising and guiding your voyage.

Maximum number of boats participating in each Rally 15, maximum number of people 60
Please check dates and itineraries on specific Rally brochures or on the website
Fees are can be viewed on the website www.culturesailing.com
* minimum number of crew per boat two, of which one must be certified
** minimum number of certified crew per boat, two must be certified

Goodies, plans, competition, surprises…
What goodies are
awaiting you in each of the
Culture Sailing experiences?

Making plans for
the Rally and starting
with the right wind

Whether in Sicily or in the Canaries,
or while transferring to Lanzarote, food
and wine will be a starting part for your
adventure, and you will have a chance
to have a taste of local products, either
in a welcome basket or through special
organised onshore tasting events.

If you are setting sail from far away
then it is a good idea to transfer your
boat to the starting point one week in
advance, so that you and your crew
have time to rest, make any necessary
maintenace or repairs, complete any
organisation matters, and carry out fuel
and food provisioning before making
the 600 mile journey.

Seminars
We will hold seminars for you, where
we will talk about how to make better
use of power on board, safety, boat
preparation and anything else that can
help every sailor and their boat to get
comfortable at sea, at anchorage and in
ports.
Marina discounts
Our participants will receive discounted
prices in the best marinas. Some sailors
would like to winter in Sicily, some in
Canary Islands.
Product discounts
Our product partners will offer
discounts on all kinds of products and
services for you and your boat.

Assumptions
Before you enrol we ask you to read
the Rules and Regulations handbook
and that you accept and abide by the
contents.
We assume you are competent and
responsible sailors, so we do not
impose on you to follow the exact
journey our Flotilla leader or itinerary
suggests, but we do expect you to do
your best to keep up with the leader
and the majoity of the flotilla.
Having a well maintained boat,
properly working equipment, a healthy
crew and keeping up with the rhythm
of the flotilla will guarantee a more
enjoyable and successful journey both
for yourself and the rest of the flotilla.
Any downtime impeding the itinerary
willl influence the flotilla participants
and your personal mood.
Please read the itinerary of the Rally
you choose to make sure that you are
willing to sail the miles for each leg, and
to make sure the timings are agreeable
for you and your crew.

Cultural Sailing
Competition
In view of the special nature of the
Culture Sailing Rallies, and based on
the experience of participants,
it has been decided to run them as
non-competitive cruising journeys.
Nevertheless some local regattas
might be inserted in the programs and
awards will be presented at the finish
of each rally to reward boat
participants and crews who deserve
recognition for a special contribution or
cultural learning or sailing performance
during some long distance sailing legs.

Unexpected surprises
All experienced sailors know that we
do not command the sea or weather
conditions.
Some unexpected situations might
change the itinerary for better or
worse. An example may be that if the
weather is good enough to stay at
anchor in San Vito lo Capo during the
International Cous Cous festival, then
we shall do so (though it is not in the
official itinerary). However, if by the
same token we are unable to stop in a
location as programmed, then we will
not. So be prepared for changes.

Some Sailing Culture advice
The joys of a Culture Sailing Ralliy include exploring places
and islands, testing navigation and anchorage skills with
sudden wind changes and sitting at anchor in a wild bay. The
transfers will be a good chance for staying stable in the
Canary or as a training for those who aim to get into a blue
water experience, either navigate the ocean or participate to
an Atlantic crossing. This requires self-reliance, some
preparation and forethought, and a suitably equipped boat.

Round Canary

Round Sicily

Trans Canary

To Canary,
from Mediterranean
or Atlantic

Rules and Regulations
Please check on the Culture Sailing
website for a list of our general rules
and regulations, or ask via email if you
have a specific question or would like
to request a copy of our Rally Rules
and Regulations handbook.

Cruising & rally, sailing, culture & friendship
Objectives
Inspired by Architect and Philosopher Cesar Manrique, by the passion for sea and
culture and by our friends from other rally clubs, we have launched this objective of
experiencing the sea with the aim of returning to the spirit of coastal cultural exchange.
These are events for cruising sailors that have the right spirit, with an emphasis on safety
and the enjoyment of participation in this kind of cultural sailing event.
Participants in the Cultural Sailing journeys will be taking part in a cultural
experience to share the goals of all Culture Sailing Events which convey the message
of passion for the sea and cultural exchange.

Procedure for enrolment
Browse through our website for the Rally you are interested in, and read through all
of the online information. Alternatively, you can contact our information centre via
email or phone. Once you decide upon your preferred Rally, please download the
Enrolment Request Form, fill it in clearly and sign it, then return it via email to get
enrolled. Please ensure you read the Rules & Regulations Handbook.
Once you have received approval from Culture Sailing, you are officially enrolled
and should proceed with payment in the manner you have chosen. Please note
discount dates and deadline rules.
You will be sent a Boat Information Form by email, please read it carefully and
complete it with all the necessary information. Sign it and return it to the CS
information email or to the Flotilla manager by the requested date.
A few weeks prior to the Rally you will receive details of the final itinerary,
together with all port information, events, dinners, menus and tours.

Excursions and crew fees

“The sea is
the natural highway
for cultural exchange that
allows you to experience and
enjoy all the cultural aspects
– people, food, wine, local
customs and nature,
making a great formula for a
fantastic sailing experience
you will take back home
in your heart!”

When going all-included, for all on-board members participating in onshore events
there will be a charge per adult or youth (children under 10 go free), this will include
land transport and admission to sites/museums, and wine or local food tasting.

Boat Enrolment fees
All boat fees include: briefings, seminars, most of the ports and marinas, guidance
with a flotilla manager (when in a Round type of Rally with a boat leader).
All the support organisation and the welcome and farewell events are included.
Check each individual Rally web page for in-depth information.

Rented or charter Boat Enrolment fees and regulations
All boats and crews, without exceptions, will respect the requested fees
and rules and regulations. Specific R&R could be applied for charters
and sponsored boats.

Contact
For further information please contact
co-ordinators and flottiglia managers
Check on the website or individual Rally
brochures for the manager contact details
Culture Sailing
UK: +44 20 3637 7898
www.culturesailing.com
Email: info@culturesailing.com

